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1 6
a b s t r a c t

17Observed actions are covertly and involuntarily simulated within the observer’s motor sys-
18tem. It has been argued that simulation is involved in processing abstract, gestural paint-
19ings, as the artist’s movements can be simulated by observing static brushstrokes. Though
20this argument is grounded in theory, empirical research has yet to examine the claim. Five
21experiments are described wherein participants executed arm movements resembling the
22act of painting horizontal brushstrokes while observing paintings featuring broad, discern-
23able brushstrokes. Participants responded faster when their movement was compatible
24with the observed brushstrokes, even though the paintings were irrelevant to their task.
25Additional results suggest that this effect occurs outside of awareness. These results
26provide evidence that observers can simulate the actions of the painter by simply observ-
27ing the painting, revealing a connection between artist and audience hitherto undemon-
28strated by cognitive science.
29! 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

30

31 1. Introduction

32

33 In this gesturing with materials the esthetic, too, has
34 been subordinated. Form, color, composition, drawing,
35 are auxiliaries, any one of which. . . can be dispensed
36 with. What matters always is the revelation contained
37 within the act (Rosenberg, 1960).

38 When Harold Rosenberg coined the term ‘‘action paint-
39 ing’’ in 1952 he was making a point about the nature of art.
40 He argued that action painters, such as Pollock and de
41 Kooning, showed how the act of creation was inseparable
42 from the final product. Rather than windows into a still
43 scene, their paintings were physical events. This new style
44 was characterized by the artist’s movement: paint was
45 smeared, dribbled, and broadly stroked across canvases.

46In addition to form, colour, and composition, action paint-
47ers used their own movement as an element of visual
48design.
49The action painters’ departure from a strict adherence
50to classic technique and design is paralleled by recent
51developments in theories of cognition and art. Tradition-
52ally, these theories have focused on how perception pro-
53cesses visual characteristics of art, such as orientation,
54grouping, perspective, proportion and colour (Kubovy,
551986; McManus, Cheema, & Stoker, 1993; Ramachandran
56& Hirstein, 1999; Solso, 1996; Zeki, 1999). Recently,
57Freedberg and Gallese (2007) expanded on these theories
58by proposing that viewing art involves perceiving action.
59Specifically, they proposed that observers implicitly recre-
60ate the motor programs of the artist’s creative actions
61while viewing their paintings. Just as the action painters
62believed that movement was a crucial aesthetic element
63of creating a painting, Freedberg and Gallese proposed that
64implicit imitation of the act of creation is involved in
65perceiving a painting.
66Freedberg and Gallese’s proposal is based on research on
67the perception of action. Observing another person’s actions
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68 automatically activates imitative action representations
69 within our own motor system, a process known as motor
70 simulation (Gallese, 2005; Knoblich & Sebanz, 2006; Wilson
71 & Knoblich, 2005). While most research on motor simula-
72 tion examines its involvement in the observation of actions,
73 several studies show how motor simulation is also involved
74 when observing the results, or traces, of actions. For exam-
75 ple, viewing written symbols evokes simulations of the
76 actions required to draw them (Knoblich, Seigerschmidt,
77 Flach, & Prinz, 2002), and viewing digital text causes simula-
78 tion of typing in expert typists (Beilock & Holt, 2007). Imag-
79 ing studies have shown that viewing static letters caused
80 activation in left ventral premotor cortex (BA6), an area that
81 is also active in handwriting (Longcamp, Anton, Roth, &
82 Velay, 2003). The same area is activated in the right hemi-
83 sphere when left-handers are studied (Longcamp, Anton,
84 Roth, & Velay, 2005). These imaging studies suggest that
85 viewing writing evokes simulation of the actions required
86 to produce the text. These studies support the idea that
87 observers can recover a dynamic motor plan simply by
88 observing its static trace. Based on this research, Freedberg
89 and Gallese (2007) argued that observing paintings that
90 feature deliberate gesture, like the action painters’ work,
91 evokes motor simulations.
92 If merely viewing a painting can evoke simulations of
93 the artists’ original actions, then the action painters may
94 have been so evocative because they were tapping into
95 something fundamental about the way we perceive each
96 other’s movements. However, if one is to simulate Jackson
97 Pollock’s actions it must be done indirectly, as he has been
98 quite dead since 1956, and is therefore inanimate. Fortu-
99 nately, his paintings persist as a historical record of his

100 actions. Observers can simulate the actions in a painting
101 because the brushstrokes contain information about the
102 artist’s movements. The brushstroke as a visual object
103 expresses high correspondence to its parent movements.
104 It specifies the trajectory, force and perhaps even posture
105 of the artist as he created it. In other words, the gestural as-
106 pects of the original action that we might consider ‘expres-
107 sive’ are all preserved in a brushstroke, as though it were a
108 fossil of the action.
109 If a brushstroke contains visual signals that describe its
110 parent action, and if these diagnostic signals are associated
111 with brushstroke actions, then vision of the brushstroke
112 may evoke a motor simulation of the parent action. Further
113 support for this notion can be drawn from the common
114 coding hypothesis, which posits that planned actions and
115 their perceivable consequences have a shared, bidirec-
116 tional representation (Hommel, Musseler, Aschersleben,
117 & Prinz, 2001). At a proximal level, the movement of the
118 arm and the percept of the brushstroke possess exclusive
119 motor and sensory codes, respectively. But at a higher
120 level, these elements may become coded into a shared rep-
121 resentation that allows bidirectional associations between
122 the percept and the action. Thus, the perception of a brush-
123 stroke would be able to prime actions with shared distal
124 features. In this way, an observer can recover an artist’s
125 dynamic motor plan by observing its static trace.
126 By proposing a role for motor processes in the aesthetic
127 experience of visual art, Freedberg and Gallese (2007) ex-
128 panded on theories of visual aesthetics in a manner that

129mirrored the action painters’ departure from contempora-
130neous style: both realized that art was being thought of as
131a strictly visual subject, and both responded by incorporat-
132ing action. Regarding gestural art, Freedberg and Gallese’s
133(2007) proposal can be distilled into three components:
134(1) observing gestural artwork causes motor simulation
135of the artist’s actions; (2) this simulation engages mental
136states or intentions commonly associated with the simu-
137lated actions; (3) accessing these mental states affects aes-
138thetic experience of the painting. As intriguing as this
139theory may be, to date, there is no empirical evidence sup-
140porting (1), the claim that observing art involves motor
141simulation. Without support for this claim, (2) and (3) can-
142not stand. To test their first claim, we investigated whether
143viewing paintings with discernable brushstrokes would
144influence observers’ behaviour in a manner predicted by
145theories of motor simulation.

1462. Experiment 1

147Observed actions interfere with the performance of
148executed actions if they are incongruent (Kilner, Paulignan,
149& Blakemore, 2003), an effect attributed to competition be-
150tween motor programs. Here, we examined if observing
151static, unidirectional brushstrokes automatically activates
152corresponding motor programs. If so, participants should
153be slower to make concurrent movements that are incom-
154patible with those brushstrokes and faster to make move-
155ments that are compatible.1

1562.1. Method

1572.1.1. Participants
158Forty-two students (12 female), aged 18–23 years, par-
159ticipated for course credit.

1602.1.2. Materials
161Ten original paintings were created. Critically, all brush-
162strokes in each painting were applied moving left-to-right.
163Photographs of the paintings were taken and cropped into
164square details (see Fig. 1). Each image was mirrored, such
165that there were 10 identical stimuli with brushstrokes
166moving right-to-left. These 20 images were then dupli-
167cated and half were coloured red and half were coloured
168green.
169The stimuli were stretched to fit the entire computer
170display. Three response buttons, ‘‘A’’ (Left), ‘‘H’’ (Centre)
171and ‘‘’’’ (Right), were situated on a horizontal line in front
172of the participant and were highlighted by coloured stick-
173ers. The two lateral buttons were equidistant (9.6 cm) from
174centre.

1 Given that participants were able to extract information about the
artist’s movement through observation, as shown in Experiments 1 and 2,
there must be reliable visual correlates of that gestural information. Here
we have shown that brushstroke continuity may play a key role. In
Experiment 3, we found that a visual gradient alone was not sufficient to
produce the effect. Other candidate visual correlates of brushstroke
direction include the trajectory (while all brushstrokes were intended to
be horizontal, they must slope slightly up or down), size gradient, or start or
end position. Identifying the visual correlates of the gestural information is
a promising avenue for future research.
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175 2.1.3. Procedure
176 Participants completed two phases of the experiment: a
177 speeded response task and an action identification task.
178 The speeded response task was always performed first.
179 At the beginning of each trial, the display prompted the
180 participant to press the middle button. This initiated a
181 1000 ms fixation at the centre of the display, followed by
182 the presentation of a painting. Participants responded to
183 the colour of the painting by moving the index finger of
184 the dominant hand from the centre button to the left or
185 right buttons. Thus, the colour of the painting (red or green)
186 was the task-relevant feature of the stimuli. The direction of
187 the brushstrokes (moving left or right) was task-irrelevant.
188 The assignment of colour to response direction was ran-
189 domized across participants. Response time was measured
190 as the interval between stimulus onset and response at the
191 left or right buttons. Participants completed 40 trials, and
192 the presentation of stimuli was randomized without
193 replacement. On each trial, the response movement could
194 be in the same direction as the brushstroke movement
195 (compatible) or in the opposite direction (incompatible).
196 For the action identification task, participants were
197 shown the same stimuli used in the previous task in ran-
198 dom order and asked to identify the direction of brush-
199 stroke movement. Viewing time was unlimited, and
200 participants were instructed to be as accurate as possible.
201 Responses were indicated by pressing the left or right
202 button.

203 2.2. Results

204 For the speeded response task, trials where response
205 times were two standard deviations above or below the
206 group mean were removed (2.3% of the trials). All incorrect
207 responses were discarded (<1% of the trials). A 2 (brush-
208 stroke direction) ! 2 (response direction) ANOVA with
209 response time as the dependent variable revealed a signifi-
210 cant interaction, F(1,41) = 5.39, p = .025, g2

p ¼ :12 (see

211Fig. 2). Participants were faster to respond in the same direc-
212tion as the observed brushstroke movement than in the
213opposite direction. This interaction can also be expressed
214as a compatibility effect, which is the mean difference
215between the incompatible and compatible trials (M =
21613.89 ms, SE = 5.98), and was significantly greater than 0,
217t(41) = 2.32, p = .025. Post hoc pairwise comparisons reveal
218that rightward responses were faster to rightward rather
219than leftward brushstrokes, t(41) = #2.21, p = .032. The
220reverse pattern emerged for leftward responses, although
221the effect was not significant, t(41) = 1.20, p = .236. There
222was a trend for participants to respond left faster than right,
223F(1,41) = 3.03, p = .089, g2

p ¼ :069.
224Although participants were not very good at identifying
225the direction of brushstroke movement (M = 55%, SD = 12%,
226range = 25–80%), they were significantly better than chance
227(50%), t(41) = 2.68, p < .011. The compatibility effect for
228response times was not correlated with accuracy in
229identifying brushstroke direction in either a subject-based

Fig. 1. The stimuli were created from 10 original paintings. Critically, every brushstroke within each painting was created with movement in the same
direction. Images of the paintings were cropped and duplicated such that there were 10 with rightward brushstrokes and 10 with leftward brushstrokes.
Here, 5 stimuli are oriented rightward (top row) and the same 5 stimuli are oriented leftward (bottom row).

Fig. 2. Mean response times for Experiment 1 as a function of brush-
stroke direction and response direction. Participants were faster to move
in the same direction as the brushstrokes than in the opposite direction.
Errors bars represent within-subjects standard error of the mean.
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230 correlation, r(42) = .15, p = .358, or a painting-based corre-
231 lation, r(10) = #.18, p = .623.

232 2.3. Discussion

233 The participants’ task was to respond to the colour of the
234 paintings, yet the direction of movement in the paintings’
235 brushstrokes affected their responses. Participants were
236 slower to respond when their movement was incompatible
237 with the observed movement of the brushstrokes. This
238 pattern of results is consistent with predictions made by a
239 motor simulation account of action observation, or, in this
240 case, action-effect observation. According to this account,
241 observation of the brushstrokes evoked a simulation of
242 the original actions that generated the painting, and this
243 simulation interfered with participants’ concurrent
244 responses.
245 Looking at the data, it appears there is no effect when
246 the brushstrokes move to the right (see Fig. 2, solid line).
247 This is problematic for our theory because we predicted
248 an effect for brushstrokes in both directions. While the
249 critical test of our theory is the presence of a crossed
250 interaction, which we found, the lack of effect for right-
251 ward brushstrokes deserves some discussion. We propose
252 that the effect for rightward brushstrokes is obscured by a
253 tendency for participants to make faster leftward re-
254 sponses. Because responses were made with the domi-
255 nant hand only, leftward and rightward responses are
256 physiologically asymmetric. These actions employ differ-
257 ent sets of muscles, so it not surprising that response
258 times are commensurately asymmetric. With the right
259 hand, a leftward movement from the midsagittal plane
260 is adductive, whereas a rightward movement is abductive.
261 Right-handers make faster leftward movements compared
262 to rightward movements in a reciprocal tapping task,
263 (adductive superiority), regardless of the hemispace where
264 the targets are located (Bradshaw, Bradshaw, & Nettleton,
265 1988), an effect that was replicated in another study that
266 involved a lateral arm response much like the one in the
267 current study (Keulan, Adam, Fischer, Kuipers, & Jolles,
268 2007). Given that leftward responses are faster than right-
269 ward responses, this difference should be reduced or
270 eliminated in situations that prime rightward responses
271 and should be exaggerated in situations that prime left-
272 ward responses. This is the exact pattern found in our
273 data. This pattern is also replicated in the following
274 experiments.
275 Motor simulation is thought to be a covert process that
276 occurs without awareness (Jeannerod, 2001). Consistent
277 with this notion, we found that awareness of brushstroke
278 movement did not correlate with the size of the compati-
279 bility effect. This lack of relationship between awareness
280 of brushstroke direction and the impact of observed brush-
281 stroke direction on concurrent movements suggests that
282 performance on the two tasks were mediated by separate,
283 independent processes. Furthermore, the correlation was
284 also not apparent at a painting-level, suggesting that paint-
285 ings for which conscious awareness of the brushstroke
286 direction was available are not more likely to evoke the
287 compatibility effect.

2883. Experiment 2

289Thus far, the results suggest that people simulate the
290movements that created the viewed stimuli, even when
291not explicitly tasked with responding to these movements.
292To further investigate the automaticity of these effects, we
293used a task in which the painting was entirely irrelevant to
294the response and was merely background on which the
295task-relevant stimuli was presented. Arbitrary symbols
296were superimposed upon the paintings to indicate which
297direction participants should respond. Results showed that
298participants were faster to respond when their movement
299direction was compatible with the brushstroke movement
300in the task-irrelevant paintings.

3013.1. Method

3023.1.1. Participants
303Seventeen Purdue University students (2 female), aged
30418–22 years, participated for course credit.

3053.1.2. Materials
306The original colour of the paintings from Experiment 1
307was restored, and one of two targets, a plus sign (+) or an
308asterisk ($), was superimposed on the centre of the stimuli
309to indicate whether participants should respond left or
310right. Thus, the task-relevant feature was the target
311whereas the task-irrelevant feature was the direction of
312the brushstrokes.

3133.1.3. Procedure
314Participants initiated each trial by pressing and holding
315the centre button. This caused a painting to appear onsc-
316reen. The target appeared after a delay of 750 ms or
3171000 ms, so participants could not predict stimulus onset.
318The computer recorded the interval between target onset
319and the depression of the left or right buttons as response
320time. Participants performed four trials for each of 10 paint-
321ings oriented in both directions (left and right) for each tar-
322get stimulus (+ or $) for a total of 160 trials. After the
323speeded response task, participants performed the action
324identification task, where they viewed each stimulus again
325and had to identify the direction of the brushstrokes.

3263.2. Results

327All trials above or below two standard deviations from
328the group mean were removed (3.1%). All incorrect re-
329sponses were discarded (<1%). There was an effect for the
330duration of painting presentation before target onset
331(750 ms vs. 1000 ms), F(1,16) = 6.07, p = .025, g2

p ¼ :27.
332However, this factor did not interact with brushstroke
333direction, response direction, or their interaction, ps > .05,
334so subsequent analyses do not include this variable.
335A2 (brushstroke direction) ! 2 (response direction) AN-
336OVA with response time as the dependent variable re-
337vealed a significant interaction, F(1,16) = 8.30, p = .011,
338g2

p ¼ :34 (see Fig. 3). Participants were faster to respond
339when they moved in the same direction as the original
340brushstrokes. When expressed as a compatibility effect
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341 (M = 7.54 ms, SE = 2.62), the effect was significantly greater
342 than 0, t(17) = 2.88, p = .011. Post hoc pairwise compari-
343 sons revealed that leftward responses were faster to left-
344 ward rather than rightward brushstrokes, t(16) = 2.69,
345 p = .016. The reverse pattern did not emerge for rightward
346 responses, t(16) = #0.58, p = .568. There was a main effect
347 for direction of response movement, F(1,16) = 12.83,
348 p = .002, g2

p ¼ :44. Participants were faster to make arm
349 movements across the body’s midline.
350 Numerically speaking, the compatibility effect was
351 greater when the painting was relevant to the task (as in
352 Experiment 1) than when it was not (as in Experiment
353 2). However, when we ran a three-way ANOVA comparing
354 experiment (1 vs. 2), direction of response movement, and
355 direction of brushstroke movement, the three-way interac-
356 tion failed to reach significance, F(1,57) = 0.44, p = .511,
357 g2

p ¼ :01. Furthermore, as shown in Experiment 5, we
358 obtained a compatibility effect similar in numeric size to
359 Experiment 1 using the same procedure as in Experiment
360 2. This suggests that the task-relevance of the painting
361 does not impact these results.
362 Participants were significantly above chance in identify-
363 ing the direction of brushstroke movement, t(16) = 3.92,
364 p = .001 (M = 62%, SD = 12%, range = 39–85%). However,
365 accuracy in identifying the direction of brushstroke move-
366 ment was not correlated with the compatibility effect for
367 response time for either a subject-based correlation,
368 r(17) = .28, p = .27, or a painting-based correlation, r(10) =
369 #.26, p = .462.

370 3.3. Discussion

371 These results replicate the effect in Experiment 1. Partic-
372 ipants viewing paintings with left- or right-moving brush-
373 strokes were faster to make concurrent movements in the
374 same direction as the original movement of the artist, even
375 though these brushstrokes were irrelevant to their task.
376 The finding that this effect occurs even when the painting
377 was irrelevant to the response suggests that the effect
378 occurs automatically.
379 As in Experiment 1, participants were able to identify the
380 direction of movement in the paintings with accuracy better

381than chance, so it is possible that this knowledge affected the
382response times. However, the lack of correlation between
383accuracy on this task and the compatibility effect from the
384speeded movement task indicates that the response times
385were not informed by awareness of the brushstrokes’ direc-
386tion. Indeed, conscious awareness of the brushstrokes’
387direction seems unnecessary to elicit the effect.

3884. Experiment 3

389The results of Experiments 1 and 2 show that observing
390brushstrokes, the traces of actions, interfered with concur-
391rent opposing actions. We argued that the visual informa-
392tion in the brushstrokes that specified the gestural
393information enabled simulation of the observed action.
394However, the brushstrokes also contained asymmetric
395visual information that could have led to a purely visual
396effect. A canonical brushstroke begins with a heavy appli-
397cation of paint and thins as the painter draws the brush
398across the canvas. The result is a reliable, asymmetric
399pattern of a thick-to-thin paint gradient as the action pro-
400gresses. This asymmetry in the stimuli raises the alterna-
401tive explanation that the participants’ responses were
402affected by the visual information rather than the recov-
403ered gestural information in the paintings. This could be
404caused by a left/right imbalance in saliency. Additionally,
405the asymmetrical pattern of the brushstrokes could have
406caused an impression of implied motion, as a thick-to-thin
407gradient resembles motion blur. Motion blur is a static cue
408that implies motion, usually depicted by a blurred region
409trailing the object (like a comet). Importantly, hypotheses
410based on asymmetries in visual saliency or motion blur
411would predict a pattern of results opposite to what we
412found in Experiments 1 and 2: We would expect that par-
413ticipants’ movements would be faster in the same direction
414as the implied motion of the object (toward the thick end)
415rather than the implied action of the brushstroke (toward
416the thin end). However, we cannot be confident that a
417purely visual effect (due either to saliency or motion blur)
418should bias participants’ actions differently than the ges-
419tural information of a brushstroke without first conducting
420an experiment where stimuli with visual asymmetries are
421presented without any gestural information.
422We created a set of artificial brushstrokes that mim-
423icked the visual properties of a typical brushstroke – heavy
424at one end and thin at the other – but were devoid of ges-
425tural information. We used these stimuli in the same de-
426sign employed in Experiment 1. To preview the results,
427we found that participants who viewed these artificial
428brushstrokes responded faster to the heavy side of the im-
429age, which is the opposite pattern of results obtained in
430Experiment 1. This suggests that the results of Experiment
4311 were not caused by visual asymmetries or implied mo-
432tion of the brushstroke patterns.

4334.1. Method

4344.1.1. Participants
435Twenty-three students (8 female) participated for
436course credit. They ranged in age from 18 to 23 years. All
437participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Fig. 3. Mean response times for Experiment 2 as a function of brush-
stroke direction and response direction. Participants were faster to move
in the same direction as the brushstrokes than in the opposite direction.
Errors bars represent within-subjects standard error of the mean.
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438 4.1.2. Materials
439 A new set of stimuli was created for Experiment 3.
440 These stimuli were designed to contain similar visuospatial
441 asymmetries as the canonical brushstrokes, but without
442 any gestural information. These stimuli were long, oblong
443 shapes of a single colour with a saturation gradient from
444 fully saturated to white along a horizontal axis (see
445 Fig. 4). Like Experiment 1, each of the 10 images were
446 duplicated into mirror images along the y-axis, and then
447 duplicated again in green or red filters. The result is 40 un-
448 ique stimuli that vary along two dimensions: colour and
449 direction of ‘‘paint’’ gradient.

450 4.1.3. Procedure
451 The procedure for Experiment 3 was identical to the
452 procedure used in Experiment 1, except that the 40 images
453 described above were used instead.

454 4.2. Results

455 All trials above or below 2 standard deviations were
456 removed (3.3%). All incorrect responses were discarded
457 (<1%). The data entered into a 2 (direction of artificial move-
458 ment) ! 2 (direction of response movement) ANOVA with
459 response time as the dependent variable. Results reveal a
460 significant interaction between the two factors, F(1,22) =
461 24.96, p < .001, g2

p ¼ :53, see Fig. 5. When expressed as a
462 compatibility effect (M = #33.14, SE = 7.51), the effect was
463 significantly less than 0, t(22) = #4.41, p < .001. Participants
464 were faster to respond when the direction of their move-
465 ment was towards the more visually salient, ‘‘heavy’’ end.
466 Post hoc pairwise comparisons reveal that rightward re-
467 sponses were faster to leftward rather than rightward
468 brushstrokes, t(22) = #4.47, p < .001. The reverse pattern
469 emerged for leftward responses, t(22) = 2.68, p = .014. There
470 was a main effect for direction of response movement,
471 F(1,22) = 8.12, p < .001, g2

p ¼ :27. Participants were faster
472 to move left than they are to move right.

4734.3. Discussion

474Despite the visual similarities between the stimuli in
475Experiments 1 and 3, the stimuli elicited opposite patterns
476of results. Whereas participants were faster to move in the
477direction of the ‘‘tail’’ end of the stimuli in Experiment 1,
478they were faster to move in the direction of the ‘‘head’’
479end of the stimuli in Experiment 3. The critical difference
480between the stimuli was that gestural information was
481present in Experiment 1 but not in Experiment 3. If visual
482and gestural information both influence the latency of a
483given response, and if they influence response times in
484opposite directions, as the results of the present experi-
485ment indicate, then the effect size found in Experiment 1
486is perhaps an underestimate of the true size of the gestural
487effect. Critically, the result from Experiment 3 suggests
488that the result obtained in Experiment 1 was due to ges-
489tural information rather than to visual saliency or cues
490for object motion.
491Importantly, the pattern of faster leftward responses
492was still observed in Experiment 3, even though the stimuli
493were different, and even though the interaction reversed.

Fig. 4. Example stimuli for Experiment 3. These images were designed to be ‘‘artificial brushstrokes,’’ that is, to contain the visuospatial asymmetries of the
brushstrokes used in Experiment 1 without any of the gestural information. 10 unique sets of horizontally oblong objects were created. These stimuli had
heavy density at one end, and progressively lighter density along the object’s horizontal axis. If these objects were actual brushstrokes, the heavier density
side would correspond to the beginning of the motion; (A) would be a leftward movement and (B) would be a rightward movement.

Fig. 5. Mean response times for Experiment 3 as a function of artificial
brushstroke direction and response direction. Participants were faster to
make movements in the opposite direction of the artificial brushstrokes.
Note that this is the opposite pattern than that observed in Experiments 1
and 2. Error bars represent within-subjects standard error of the mean.
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494 This result suggests that the faster leftward responses are
495 simply an artifact of the one-handed lateral responses. This
496 explains the apparent lack of effect for rightward brush-
497 strokes in Experiments 1 and 2, and supports the argument
498 that a skewed, crossed interaction is the predicted result in
499 those experiments.

500 5. Experiment 4

501 The stimuli in Experiment 3 were created to resemble
502 the visual signature of actual brushstrokes without any ges-
503 tural information. These stimuli evoked the opposite pat-
504 tern of results as was found in Experiments 1 and 2. This
505 suggests that visual properties of brushstrokes cannot
506 account for the findings of Experiments 1 and 2. To further
507 investigate the role of gestural information on these re-
508 sponses, we modified the original stimuli so that the ges-
509 tural information was degraded. We created pointillist
510 versions of our paintings, such that the overall patterns
511 were the same, but the continuity of each brushstroke
512 was disrupted. While this may not have eliminated the ges-
513 tural information embedded in the brushstrokes entirely, as
514 the global patterns of each brushstroke are still present, it
515 should have at least degraded this information. We pre-
516 dicted that these stimuli with degraded gestural informa-
517 tion should weaken or erase the compatibility effect
518 between brushstroke direction and the direction of the
519 response. Such a result would also suggest that the results
520 from Experiments 1 and 2 are driven by the gestural infor-
521 mation embedded in each brushstroke.

522 5.1. Method

523 5.1.1. Participants
524 Forty-one Purdue University students (16 female), aged
525 18–22 years, participated for course credit.

526 5.1.2. Materials
527 Using Photoshop, we applied a pointillism filter to the
528 stimuli from Experiment 2. Thus, the paintings appeared
529 to have been created by dabbing the paintbrush on the
530 canvas instead of sweeping arm movements (see Fig. 6).

531 5.1.3. Procedure
532 The procedure was identical to Experiment 2 except
533 that there was no action identification task after the
534 speeded response task.

535 5.2. Results

536 All trials above or below two standard deviations from
537 the group mean were removed (2.7%). All incorrect re-
538 sponses were discarded (<1%). There was an effect of direc-
539 tion of response movement, F(1,39) = 7.47, p = .009,
540 g2

p ¼ :16. Participants were faster to make leftward arm
541 movements. There was no effect of brushstroke direction,
542 F(1,39) = 0.43, p = .520, g2

p ¼ :01. The interaction between
543 brushstroke direction and response direction did not reach
544 significance, F(1,39) = 2.70, p = .110, g2

p ¼ :06 (see Fig. 7).
545 When expressed as a compatibility effect (M = 5.59 ms,

546SE = 3.40), the effect was not significantly different than
5470, t(39) = 1.64, p = .108.

5485.3. Discussion

549In this experiment, the stimuli were altered such that
550the continuity of each brushstroke was broken into many
551tiny dots. We reasoned that this would degrade the ges-
552tural information available in the display. Consistent with
553our prediction, results showed that the compatibility effect
554failed to emerge. However, the effect was trending in the
555same direction as the effect described in Experiment 1. In-
556deed, a comparison of the compatibility effects in Experi-
557ments 1 and 4 revealed that they were not significantly
558different from one another, t(80) = 1.19, p = .237. This does

Fig. 6. Example stimulus for Experiment 4. Images of the paintings used
in Experiments 1 and 2 were passed through a pointillism filter in
Photoshop. The resultant images are paintings that appear to be created
by dabbing rather than brushstrokes.

Fig. 7. Mean response times for the pointillist stimuli in Experiment 4 as
a function of original brushstroke direction and response direction. A non-
significant trend emerged to respond faster when moving in the same
direction as the original brushstrokes. Errors bars represent within-
subjects standard error of the mean.
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559 not support the conclusion that the compatibility effect of
560 5.59 ms in Experiment 4 was demonstrably weaker than
561 the compatibility effect of 13.89 ms in Experiment 1. How-
562 ever, cross-experiment comparisons should be interpreted
563 with caution, and in this case, sufficient power might not
564 have been achieved to obtain between-experiment
565 comparisons.
566 While the intention of the pointillist paintings was to
567 degrade the gestural information, the gestural information
568 could possibly be obtained from a more global perspective
569 of the paintings as the degradation only occurred at the
570 more local level. The pointillist paintings led to reduced
571 compatibility effect, at least numerically speaking,
572 although the effect was still in the positive direction. Per-
573 haps the positive trend and non-significantly different
574 result from Experiment 1 was due to the retention of ges-
575 tural information at the global level, and the reduced nu-
576 meric effect that was not significantly different from 0
577 was due to the elimination of gestural information at the
578 local level. However, without further testing, such claims
579 are mostly speculative.
580 While converting the stimuli into the pointillist style
581 appears to have influenced the gestural information
582 embedded in the brushstrokes, it is possible that the new
583 stimuli implied a different action altogether. Specifically,
584 pointillist artworks are created with precise dabbing mo-
585 tions made perpendicular to the canvas. According to our
586 theory, these stimuli might evoke simulations of such
587 actions. In this case, however, the simulations are unlikely
588 to interfere with the responses because the responses
589 required movements parallel to the display.

590 6. Experiment 5

591 The evidence presented thus far is consistent with the
592 idea that viewing a painting engages observers in a motor
593 simulation of the artist’s actions (Freedberg & Gallese,
594 2007). If observers are truly engaged in a motor simulation,
595 then the reported compatibility effect in Experiments 1
596 and 2 should vary as a function of the similarity between
597 the observed and executed actions. Conversely, these com-
598 patibility effects could be caused by stimulus–response
599 (S–R) compatibility between the spatial distribution of
600 the response and a spatial feature (such as ‘‘left’’) of the
601 stimuli (Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990). In this
602 case, motor simulation would not be required to explain
603 the results of Experiments 1 and 2.
604 In this final experiment, we examined whether our
605 compatibility effects are due to motor simulation or to
606 S–R mappings. Participants responded to stimuli using
607 the same lateral movement as in the previous experiments
608 or by making lateralized button presses for which there
609 was no lateral movement. Both types of response are dis-
610 tributed in space across the left/right dimension, and both
611 types of response are known to elicit S–R compatibility (for
612 review, see Proctor & Vu, 2006), but only the lateral move-
613 ment response involves a motion that is similar to those
614 used to paint horizontal brushstrokes. If the button press
615 responses also reveal a compatibility effect related to the
616 paintings, this would suggest that the gestural information

617in the display activates a spatial code, and thus leads to S–R
618compatibility effects. In contrast, if the compatibility effect
619is apparent for lateral movements but not button presses,
620this would suggest that the paintings activate a motor sim-
621ulation of the original action, rather than activating an S–R
622mapping.

6236.1. Method

6246.1.1. Participants
625Twenty-nine students (13 female), aged 18–25 years,
626participated for course credit.

6276.1.2. Materials
628The same stimuli from Experiment 2 were used in
629Experiment 5.

6306.1.3. Procedure
631The procedure was identical to the procedure in Exper-
632iment 2, with an additional within-subjects factor of
633response type. The two response types were the lateral
634dominant arm movements described in previous experi-
635ments or a button press response on either the left or right
636side with the index finger of either the left or right hand,
637respectively. Response type was blocked, and order was
638randomized across participants. Participants completed 2
639trials for each of10 painting stimuli in both directions (left
640and right) for both target stimuli (+ or $) in each block (lat-
641eral movements and button-press) for a total of 160 trials.
642Following the speeded task, participants identified the
643direction of brushstroke movement in the paintings. The
644procedure was identical to Experiment 2, except that par-
645ticipants could only view the stimuli for 1600 ms. While
646viewing time was limited, response time was not. Whereas
647participants previously had unlimited viewing time, we
648were interested in whether participants could identify
649the direction of brushstroke movement in a viewing win-
650dow equal to what they might see during the speeded
651response task. The duration of 1600 ms was chosen be-
652cause it is approximately equal to the mean visible dura-
653tion of the painting stimuli during the speeded response
654task of Experiment 2 (mean time from painting onset until
655final response). If participants were unable to identify the
656direction of brushstroke movement in a period of time
657equal to what they experienced during the speeded re-
658sponse task, then knowledge of this movement could not
659inform the compatibility effect between the response
660movement and brushstroke movement in the speeded
661response task.

6626.2. Results

663We first analyzed lateral movement responses to ensure
664that we replicated previous findings. All trials above or be-
665low two standard deviations from the group mean were re-
666moved (3.8%). All incorrect responses were discarded
667(<1%). There was an effect for the duration of painting pre-
668sentation before stimulus onset (750 ms vs. 1000 ms),
669F(1,16) = 6.07, p = .025, g2

p ¼ :27. However, duration never
670interacted with brushstroke direction, movement direc-
671tion, or the interaction between them, ps > .05. Given these
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672 results, all subsequent analyses do not include this vari-
673 able. A 2 (brushstroke direction)! 2 (response direction)
674 ANOVA with response time as the dependent variable
675 revealed a significant interaction between the two factors,
676 F(1,28) = 7.28, p = .012, g2

p ¼ :21, see Fig. 8. This compati-
677 bility effect (M = 11.91 ms, SE = 4.41) was significantly
678 greater than 0, t(28) = 2.70, p = .012. Participants were fas-
679 ter to respond when the direction of their movement was
680 in the same direction as the movement in the brushstrokes.
681 Post hoc pairwise comparisons reveal that leftward re-
682 sponses are faster to leftward rather than rightward brush-
683 strokes, t(28) = 2.58, p = .015. The reverse pattern emerged
684 for rightward responses, although the effect was not pro-
685 nounced, t(28) = #1.39, p = .176. Again, there was a main
686 effect for direction of response movement, F(1,28) =
687 13.07, p < .001, g2

p ¼ :32. This is the same pattern displayed
688 in previous experiments.
689 For the button-press responses, all trials above or below
690 two standard deviations from the mean were removed
691 (2.2%). All incorrect responses were also discarded (<6%).
692 Two participants were removed from this analysis because
693 they responded with less than 50% accuracy on this task.
694 There was an effect for the duration of painting presenta-
695 tion before stimulus onset (750 ms vs. 1000 ms),
696 F(1,29) = 19.39, p < .001, g2

p ¼ :41. However, duration never
697 interacted with brushstroke direction, response side, or the
698 interaction between them, ps > .05. Given these results, all
699 subsequent analyses do not include this variable. A 2
700 (brushstroke direction) ! 2 (response side) ANOVA with re-
701 sponse time as the dependent variable revealed no interac-
702 tion between the two factors, F(1,26) = .11, p = .740,
703 g2

p ¼ :004, see Fig. 8. This compatibility effect (M =
704 1.82 ms, SE = 5.51) was not significantly different from 0,
705 t(26) = .33, p = .740, indicating that there was no difference
706 between the compatible and incompatible trials when
707 making button press responses.
708 Participants were above chance in identifying brush-
709 stroke direction, t(29) = 3.99, p < .001 (M = 60%, SD = 14%,

710range = 25–80%). However, accuracy in identifying the
711direction of brushstroke movement was not correlated with
712compatibility effect size in the lateral movement response
713task for either a subject-based, r(29) = #.02, p = .940, or a
714painting-based correlation, r(10) = .03, p = .927, nor was it
715correlated with the compatibility effect size in the button-
716press task for either a subject-based, r(29) = .29, p = .140,
717or a painting-based correlation, r(10) = #.29, p = .415.

7186.3. Discussion

719The influence of brushstroke direction on observers’
720movements depended on the type of response being made.
721Brushstroke direction affected responses when the motion
722was similar to the actions that generated the paintings – as
723in the case of the lateral movements. However, when the
724response was a button-press on the left or right side, a
725compatibility effect was not observed. If the effect had
726been due to visuospatial S–R mappings, there should have
727been a compatibility effect in the button-press response
728condition, where ‘‘leftness’’ and ‘‘rightness’’ were pre-
729served. Instead, the results suggest that the paintings elic-
730ited simulations of the original movements.
731The critical manipulation was whether or not the
732response set contained a movement that mimicked painting
733actions. The results are consistent with the idea that the
734brushstrokes elicited a motor simulation of the original
735painting movements. However, the manipulation of re-
736sponse set was confounded with the number of hands used
737to respond. However, had the compatibility effect observed
738here been an instance of a standard S–R compatibility effect,
739the number of hands should not have changed the effect. It
740is well established that effects of spatial S–R compatibility
741emerge with button-presses made by the left and right
742hands as well as with responses made with just the right
743hand (Proctor & Vu, 2006). Had the paintings denoted the
744spatial feature of ‘leftness’ or ‘rightness’, the results should
745have emerged even with the button-press responses.

Fig. 8. Mean response times for Experiment 5 as a function of responding with lateral movements (left) or button presses (right). With making lateral
movements, participants were faster to respond in the same direction as the brushstrokes. When pressing buttons, no compatibility effect was observed.
Errors bars represent within-subjects standard error of the mean.
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746 Therefore, although the number of hands differed between
747 the two response types, this difference is unlikely to ac-
748 count for our effects.
749 Another potential confound between the two types of
750 responses is that participants were much faster to make
751 button-press responses than lateral movement responses.
752 Thus, it is possible that participants’ responses were too
753 fast for the paintings to exert their influence on the re-
754 sponses. However, the results from Experiment 1 speak
755 against this possibility. In Experiment 1, participants re-
756 sponded as soon as the painting was present, and the mean
757 duration of viewing time prior to their response was
758 807 ms. This was much shorter than the mean duration
759 of viewing time in the button-press response condition of
760 the current experiment, which was approximately
761 1401 ms. Thus, even with viewing durations of less than
762 one second, compatibility effects emerged. The speed for
763 which these effects occurred in Experiment 1 discounts
764 the possibility that there was not enough time for the
765 paintings to cause a compatibility effect when making but-
766 ton-press responses.
767 Therefore, despite other differences between the two
768 types of responses, the critical difference is likely that the
769 lateral movements coincided with the original movements
770 used to create the paintings, resulting in a compatibility
771 effect, whereas the button-press movements did not.
772 Although the lateral movements were not identical to actual
773 brushstroke motions, they were similar enough to elicit the
774 compatibility effect. Theoretically, a more brushstroke-like
775 response – perhaps with a stylus – might elicit stronger com-
776 patibility between the observed and executed movements.
777 The results of the current study also eliminate the pos-
778 sibility that the observed effect is caused by compatibility
779 between the spatial distribution of the response and im-
780 plied motion, rather than implied action. Because the
781 brushstrokes appear to ‘‘trail off’’, they may imply motion
782 in one direction or another, despite being static. However,
783 although moving stimuli evoke compatibility effects with
784 lateralized moving responses (Michaels, 1988), these stim-
785 uli also show the same effects for stationary button-
786 presses (Proctor, Van Zandt, Lu, & Weeks, 1993). Static
787 stimuli that imply motion, such as arrowheads, also show
788 the same compatibility effect with button press responses
789 (Proctor et al., 1993). Therefore, if the brushstrokes had im-
790 plied motion in a similar way as objects, they should have
791 evoked the compatibility effect in the button press condi-
792 tion. Instead, the specificity of the compatibility effect to
793 movements that are like painting actions suggests a differ-
794 ent kind of compatibility effect.
795 When participants were asked to identify the direction
796 of the brushstrokes, performance was above chance,
797 although performance was still poor. The results obtained
798 here confirm the results obtained in Experiments 1 and
799 2. Interestingly, participants were still able to perform this
800 task just as well with a limited viewing time. Whatever
801 process informed their judgments did not improve perfor-
802 mance after 1600 ms. As before, there was still no correla-
803 tion between accuracy on this task and compatibility effect
804 size in the speeded response task, confirming the notion
805 that these effects are mediated by independent processes.

8067. General discussion

807The present results suggest that art is not perceived
808independently of the actions that created it. Observers
809automatically simulated the actions implied by a painting’s
810brushstrokes, revealing a connection between the artist
811and audience never before demonstrated by cognitive sci-
812ence. This result confirms the action painters’ anecdotal in-
813sight that action is expressed through painting. It is
814remarkable because it implies a new aspect of the cogni-
815tive processing of abstract, gestural art. These processes
816can no longer be limited to strictly visual patterns on the
817canvas; instead, we have shown that an artist can resonate
818with her audience via her action. Consequently, attempts
819to understand the cognitive processing of gestural art
820should include the science of action observation.
821In these experiments, participants made movements to
822left or right locations from a central position in response
823to the colour of the painting or an arbitrary target. The
824task-irrelevant feature was the gestural information
825embedded in the brushstrokes. Even though these brush-
826strokes were irrelevant to the participants’ task, responses
827were slower when they were incompatible with the move-
828ments that created the brushstrokes. We attribute this
829effect to competition between motor programs of the ob-
830served movements (brushstrokes) and executed move-
831ments (responses).
832These findings are the first empirical evidence for Freed-
833berg and Gallese’s (2007) framework for the role of simula-
834tion in the aesthetics of visual art. The artist’s actions were
835implicitly processed by the observers. We have interpreted
836this as evidence that observers simulated the artist’s ac-
837tions. Future studies are needed to further evaluate Freed-
838berg and Gallese’s claims that this simulation influences
839the aesthetic experience. According to their theory, simu-
840lating action establishes an empathic link, accessing the
841emotions associated with expressive actions. This intimate
842connection could account for the profound emotion con-
843veyed by simple, yet dramatic strokes of paint. Simulation
844occurs involuntarily, so observers may be immediately
845and perhaps invasively confronted by the feelings artists
846portray. Future research will have to examine these ideas
847directly. Here, we have validated the possibility of their
848candidate mechanism in the observation of art. This is an
849important step in supporting the theory that motor simula-
850tion can play a role in aesthetic experience of visual art.
851Further support for the involvement of motor simula-
852tion was provided by testing and ruling out alternative
853explanations. One alternative was that these compatibility
854effects were driven by visual properties – rather than ges-
855tural properties – of the stimuli. However, when we used
856stimuli devoid of gestural information, we found the oppo-
857site pattern of results. In addition, when gestural informa-
858tion was degraded, the compatibility effect failed to
859emerge (although we temper this interpretation with a re-
860minder that the effect in Experiment 4 was not signifi-
861cantly smaller than in Experiment 1). Thus, visual
862features of the stimuli cannot account for our results.
863Another alternative was that the gestural information
864might have specified a spatial feature such as ‘‘left’’ or
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865 ‘‘right’’ without evoking a motor simulation of a leftward
866 or rightward movement. However, when participants
867 made handed button-press responses, which typically
868 evoke spatial compatibility effects, we did not observe
869 compatibility effects related to the movement of the
870 brushstrokes. This demonstrates that our compatibility
871 effect is specific to responses that involve lateral move-
872 ments, presumably because of the involvement of a motor
873 simulation of the original painting movements.
874 Participants were also asked to identify the direction of
875 the brushstrokes. Because motor simulation is thought to
876 be an involuntary, covert process, recognition of the brush-
877 strokes’ movement should not be necessary to perform a
878 given simulation. Participants consistently identified the
879 brushstrokes’ movement above chance, indicating that
880 participants had some knowledge of the artists’ actions.
881 However, the size of the compatibility effect was unrelated
882 to identification of brushstroke direction in all of the
883 experiments, for both subject-based and painting-based
884 analyses. Given that recognition of the brushstrokes’ direc-
885 tion never correlated with the compatibility effect, we con-
886 clude that simulation and identification of the movement
887 in these brushstrokes are mediated by separate processes.

888 7.1. Conclusions

889 All painting is the result of action. Fittingly, art is not
890 processed independently of those actions that created it.
891 While the framework proposed by Freedberg and Gallese
892 (2007) was supported by literature in related domains,
893 these experiments are the first to provide evidence that
894 the mere viewing of paintings engages the observers’ mo-
895 tor system. Motor simulations give artists the ability to
896 reach out to their audience across great distances and even
897 generations via paint and canvas. This emphasis on the role
898 of action in abstract art is longstanding wisdom within
899 artistic circles – the evidence presented here resonates
900 with the philosophical approach to art the action painters
901 have espoused for decades.
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